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In the Post-Cold War era, the United States finds itself in the precarious position of being the world's lone superpower. The United States, as the world's representative for democracy, will face possible threats from insurgent nations and groups voicing ideological opposition. The U.S. Government no longer has the luxury of identifying threats from a select few aggessors. With each passing year, the advent of new technology allows aspiring countries and even subnational actors to obtain nuclear weapons. The individuals that will lead the United States into the next millennium need to be aware
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Defense Alternatives By Nathaniel J. Teti of the lessons learned from the Cold War. However, these lessons, important as they may be, will not fundamentally enhance our ability to address new threats created by technological accessibility and regional imperialism.
Only a few countries in the world, until a decade or so ago, were capable of launching an intercontinental bal- defense, but these barriers are quickly shrinking because of missile deliverance capabilities. Eventually, physical distance will no longer impair a missile attack.
The central argument of this article is that the United
States must form strategies that combine an introspec- continue its leadership role in advancing the current global trend toward nuclear non-proliferation; and 3) promote these seemingly contradictory interests while preserving the sovereignty and stahlS as a "superpower."
The incoming administration should have the conviction to take the necessary steps for maintaining a strong national defense, whether or not it involves the deployment of a national missile defense system. On July 22,1999, President Clinton signed into law the National Missile If the United States aggressively pursues NMD, the government will find it difficult to champion non-proliferation efforts. Specifically, deployment could be construed "the many technical questions hanging over the system, predictions that a U.S. missile shield could provoke an arms race in Asia, and concern about souring relations with Russia and the European allies.,,13 It certainly would be an error to dissolve any existing treaties so that the United States could go forward with a system that is riddled with technological flaws. However, military officials and industry developers believe that they are close to correcting the flaws in the system that caused the initial interceptor failures.
Administratively, the burden that could arise from deployment is significant. Even a limited system would require a tremendous amount of manpower to operate.
The contracting and construction that would be necessary to build the system would require extensive human resources. The required bureaucracy resulting from a NMD system could fundamentally change many Pentagon operations. 
Conclusion
The complexity of the debates surrounding a U.S.
National Missile Defense system makes any agreement seem impossible. However, the three policy options outlined in this paper provide a starting point for discussion. The broad-based approach that has been taken to assess each policy can be used to help provide a frame- Defense policy is especially difficult to administer.
Not only do politicians have to concern themselves with local and national effects, they must be aware of the glo- 
